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ABSTRACT

THE CUNNING LITTLE VIXEN: A FOLKTALE ILLUSTRATED ON STAGE

MAY 2021

MIKAYLA REID, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND

M.F.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by Professor Yao Chen

This thesis paper reflects upon the costume design process taken by Mikayla Reid to
explore how color choice and application within designs can help create storybook
characters off the page and onto the stage. This concept is explored through the costume
designs for the opera The Cunning Little Vixen, a production theoretically staged at the
Alice Busch Opera Theater for the Glimmerglass Festival in New York. The paper
discusses Reid’s attempt to create designs that still feel like watercolor illustrations, even
when realized in physical garments. It follows her process as she tests different dye
techniques in search for what produces the most effective color application. This paper
also breaks down each step taken while constructing the main character, the Vixen,
through the build, fittings, and color application.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUTCTION

Thinking about what to choose as a thesis production, I knew I wanted to work
with dyes, as well as challenge myself with design ideas I hadn’t explored yet during my
time here as a graduate student. The selection of The Cunning Little Vixen offered ample
opportunities for this. The cast of animals held challenging opportunities surrounding
color, design, dyeing, and fabrication.
Designing The Cunning Little Vixen was my first experience thinking of how
humans play animals on stage, while still feeling like animals—as opposed to a human in
an animal costume. Exploring this concept was exciting. The fabrication of the Vixen
design brought new materials to work with—materials like fur and suede—working both
in their physical construction and in the application of color. There was also ample
opportunity to test different dye techniques within the animal cast, and explore how a
watercolor design effect could translate to fabric. I also wanted to work with natural dyes
more. Synthetic dyes, though terrible for our environment, are easy to use and therefor
the go-to both in theaters and the fashion industry. I wanted to explore the feasibility that
natural dyes could ever be contenders in the line-up of dye choices for theaters. The
Cunning Little Vixen was a production where I could dive into all of these ideas.
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CHAPTER 2
DRAMATURGY AND DESIGN

Exploring where this story came from was a critical first step in understanding the
piece itself, and therefore being able to make informed design decisions. The Cunning
Little Vixen is a great example of folk story, having a long line of storytelling to follow
back through time. This story of a fox’s mischievous relationship with a small town, and
specifically a forester, started as a story passed among the people of Moravia—what is
now part of the Czech Republic. In the 1880s, an artist named Stanislav Lolek heard the
story of this fox, and feeling nostalgic about his childhood as a forester’s assistant, drew
sketches of the scenes he had heard. Later, in 1919, these sketches were taken from
Lolek, not altogether willingly, to run in the newspaper Lidove Noviny. They would run
as installments in 1920, accompanied by a story that they inspired, written by Rudolf
Těsnohlídek. The newspaper publishing caught the attention of composer Leoš Janáček,
who was already fascinated by the animal dialects in the forests around him. His opera
based off this story premiered in Brno in 1924.
Each new interpretation of this story of a fox and a forester was impacted by its
creator and the time it was written. Because of this I focused my research on each version
of this story, the life of the person who created it, and the world around them at the time.
Seeing as the story stayed local with each iteration, and transformed relatively quickly
from 1919 to 1924, that placed the bulk of my research in post-World War I, in newly
formed Czechoslovakia.
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When thinking about the design for this piece, the idea that this was a folk story at
its core was important to me. This manifested visually in two ways. The first was that I
used Moravian folk costume as the base of my visual research when looking at
silhouettes—both for the humans and the animals. The second was that I wanted to
capture the essence of storytelling, visually, by referencing children’s storybooks—
specifically the watercolor quality of their illustrations. To bring this idea back to
Moravia and the time of the opera’s origin, I researched art nuevo and Czech artists. A
quality I wanted to capture in my research and design was that, though feeling like a
children’s story, The Cunning Little Vixen actually dealt with adult concepts and ideas. I
was drawn to paintings done by artist Jiří Trnka. They held that nostalgic feeling of
storybook illustration, while also holding some maturity, or darkness. I connected this
with how the humans and animals interact in this opera. The humans are unkind to the
Vixen, and the misfortunes she faces are always due to the human world. I started
moving forward with this idea that the humans’ designs would hold this darkness I saw in
some of Trnka’s work. They would be desaturated, with very little value contrast. The
animals, on the other hand, would hold the magic of a child’s story. They would be
vibrant, full of color, and representative of the watercolor visual by creating an ombre
between colors and including white in the costumes.
When looking at this story on a personal level, I do believe we as humans are not
only destroying this planet, but that we also have very little empathy towards non-humans
sharing the planet with us. I think as a whole, we believe we are superior, and we act on
that belief as we interact with animals in our daily lives. While not connecting this to my
designs for the opera at first, hindsight has shown that this thoughts of the human species
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subconsciously worked its way into my reading of, and therefor depiction of, them in this
story.
The silhouette of the humans stayed true to their Moravian reference silhouettes.
The animals, having human-like behaviors in the story, started with Moravian silhouettes
that best referenced their animal lines in real life. From there I made adjustments to how
they were worn on the body, length, and fullness to move the designs away from a human
in an animal costume, to an animal.
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CHAPTER 3
FABRICATION

Vixen Construction
The fabrication of the Vixen’s costume utilized many different materials, techniques, and
craft resources. I worked with Calypso Michelet as my model, and built to her
measurements.
Having worked with Calypso as a model before, I had a pair of mock-up pants
and pattern that I had previously drafted to start from. I used the pants as my
understructure to build off of. I needed a way to create fullness in the pants, and Kristin
Jensen showed me the method of stitching rows of gathered tulle onto the pants to
achieve this. Once the tulle was stitched, the rows stood out from the pant legs and I
could carve away at the tulle until I got my desired leg shape. I then used my existing
pant pattern to drape over this structure and see where I needed more fabric in the pattern.
Once those adjustments were made to the pant pattern, I stitched a pair in organza, to be a
buffer layer between the tulle pant understructure and the final pant fabric which would
be nuno felted.
I learned how to nuno felt in a workshop with Sue McFarland. The technique is
the process of felting over a fabric backing–commonly silk chiffon. The resulting fabric
has a beautiful texture, and offered the ability to design my own fabric. I utilized this
method for my Vixen to create a fabric that felt like it was watercolor painted. I used
multiple different types of yellows, oranges, reds, whites, and black to achieve this, as
well as the addition of wool locks. Unlike wool roving used to nuno felt—where the
5

fibers come aligned and striaght in skeins—wool locks are cut and dyed striaght from the
sheep and are therefore still curly. It is these curly strands that help the color blending
feel more like organic watercolor in the nuno felting, as well as adding texture.
The nuno felting had to be completed as yardage, as opposed to applied directly to
chiffon cut to the pant pattern, because there is a good deal of shrinkage involved in the
process. Since the shrinkage can be inconsistent, it would be difficult to predict how to
adjust the pattern to work off of accurately. I made four pieces, one for each pant pattern
piece, each taking three hours and a lot of my kitchen floor space. Before I cut my final
pant pieces I adjusted my pattern by moving the side seams towards the inseam to make
them less visible . All three layers—the understructure, the organza, and the nuno felted
pant—were all secured to an existing waist cincher pulled from stock. I stitched elastic at
the hem of the pant underlayers, and a long black fabric band to the hem of the nuno
felted pants to wrap around the leg.
When I started working on the Vixen’s bodice I was drawn to the idea of using
suede after a conversation with Penny Remsen. She asked what it was made of, was it
armor? I thought, it’s not hard but it is tough. I decided on a sturdy suede leather to
accomplish this. I first draped the bodice with muslin to get my pattern, and built my
mock-up in canvas so that it would act similar to the suede in the fitting. After making
adjustments that came from the fitting, I cut my suede pieces and painted them with
suede dye. When stitching them together, I overlapped the pieces to form ridges for
shadows to be created at the seams. I grommeted the center front pieces and ran a spiral
steel bone along the center front edges. The apron, or peplum, was created in much the
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same way as the bodice, but started from the existing pant pattern as opposed to being
draped new.
The Vixen’s blouse was made by altering a shirt sourced online. The existing shirt
had an interesting crushed velvet pattern, but it was long sleeve, had a collar, and
buttoned down the front. I cut off the collar and collar stand and used the back of the shirt
as the front. That required me to adjust the shape of the neckline, lowering it, and while I
did that I added a box pleat at center front to give it a small amount of fullness. I cut the
sleeves near the elbow level but kept the cuffs to become the new sleeve bands. The
sleeves were not as full as I wanted, and the fabric was a little drapey, so I interfaced the
sleeves in hopes of giving them more body and added inserts of fabric (left over from
cutting the sleeve length) to the sleeves to make them fuller.
The Vixen’s headpiece has a fosshape base that I constructed and painted orange,
with fosshape ears attached. I dyed the fur for the ears in pieces of black, and pieces of
yellow with an orange ombre. I stitched them to the ears starting with the inner most
layer of black, then adding the strips of undyed white fur, and lastly the outer layer of
yellow and orange. For the hair I used three wigs that were sourced online: one white,
one yellow, and one orange. After deconstructing them, I used the airbrush to ombre the
yellow and white hair with red at the top, to keep the base of the head a red/orange hue. I
stitched the rows of hair onto the cap, having the white hair at the bottom and then
alternating two orange rows for every one yellow row. I trimmed the hair in layers, and
did a final airbrush on the ears. The airbrush paint added a deeper black at the center of
the ears, and added dimension to the outer ears with a darker orange.
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Last in the construction was the tail. The structure had a few requirements: it
needed to be lightweight, move freely away from the body, and connect to the pants in a
removeable way. I started by creating rings of different sizes out of rigiline, a material
that is sturdy but lightweight. I attached cross sections of millinery wire to keep them
circular in shape, and to be able to connect them all through their centers. I used millinery
wire as a center line to connect them all. Connecting through the center was important to
keep the tail’s ability to flex left and right. At the tail tip I used weedwhacker trimmer
line to give the tail end some strength and bounce. The weedwhacker line was corralled
by wire to keep it in the conical shape and pointed tip end. I added a circle of sturdy
thermoplastic for structural support to the rigiline ring that would connect to the pants,
since it would hold all of the tail weight. I then wrapped the entire structure in mesh
fabric and filled it with poly-fil. After some trial and adjustments in size, the tail
successfully hung realistically from the body, and had believable movement. I then dyed
fur yellow, dipped the edges into an orange dye, and then dipped a smaller edge portion
into a graphite color. After the fur was dyed I stitched it to the tail structure and added
more color with the airbrush. Having a base color already established allowed me to use
less airbrush paint and therefor keep the fur texture soft instead of matted with paint. It
also created greater variation in color as the airbrush paint allowed the base color to peak
through. To connect the tail to the pants, I stitched two boning channels—running
vertically—at the top of the tail connection point. I then made a set of buttonholes in the
pants back: two holes, roughly 2 ½ inches apart vertically. This allowed the boning from
the tail to weave in and out of the pants through the buttonholes and be secure without
being permanently attached.
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Dye Samples
The dye techniques I worked with when making dye samples for each character were:
ombre, fabric painting, airbrush, ice dyeing, shibori, color matching, and natural dyes.
After the designs were complete, I picked which methods would work best for each
character.
Using ombre dyeing was a main way to achieve the watercolor effect within a
character that I was aiming for. I tried this method using RIT synthetic dye, natural dyes,
and RIT Proline, each having different successes or struggles in relationship with the
fabric’s fiber content. I used this method for the Woodpecker, Owl, Jay, Lapak,
Chocholka, and Cock.
Fabric painting was also a great way to achieve an ombre of colors, and was used
as a go-to method when fabrics chosen for a character would not take dye well. This was
the case for the Woodpecker, Jay, and Cock. Fabric painting was also used to create
colored patterns within fabrics for designs, like for the Grasshopper and Cricket.
Airbrush was a great method for color application that needed to be organic but
specific in location. It was used in the Mosquito, Frog, and Lapak. Using an airbrush for
color was also important for furs, as mentioned in the build process. It was an efficient
way to add specific spots of color to long piled furs while still keeping the fur quality
intact.
Ice dye and shibori were both used on china silk/ habotai. The ice dye was used
for the Blue Dragonfly, to achieve a natural mix of colors with a visual melting quality
9

among the colors. Shibori was used for the Midge wings, to create a lined pattern that
also appeared organic, though repetitive.
Color matching was an area in this project where I wanted to work with the
specificity and exactness of dyeing. I worked on multiple color samples for the character,
to get as close to what was rendered as possible, or to get close to an existing fabric that
was the right color but the wrong fabric type. I did this with Pepik, Frantik, Parson,
School Master, Pasek, and the Forester.
Lastly, I used natural dyes when I felt like I could achieve the color that I
rendered from that dye. That was the case for the Forester’s Wife (Indigo), Harasta
(Madder), Mrs. Pasek (Henna), Chocholka (Cutch), Lapak (Cutch) and Woodpecker
(Madder). These dyes varied widely in their success level. Natural dyes work best on
natural fibers, and the most successful on protein fibers. For this reason, the human
characters took the natural dyes well, being wool. The animal fabrics I found ended up
being synthetic, their textures and patterns making them the best options for each
character. These synthetic fabrics had a varying level of success with the natural dyes.
Some took the dye fairly well, but not the color anticipated, and others were much too
light or washed out completely. For the samples that were too light or washed out, I had
to then move back to a synthetic dye specified for synthetic fabrics—a dye I would have
normally chosen if this were not an experiment with the practicality of natural dyes.
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CHAPTER 4
PRESENTATION

The presentation of The Cunning Little Vixen will launch as part of The Rights of
Spring, a festival put on by the Theater Department of The University of Massachusetts
Amherst. The work will be displayed in a virtual gallery of sorts, a website built
specifically for this project. The website will navigate three major areas: the Design
Process, the Building Process, and the Dyeing Process. The goal is for the audience to not
only see the final product, but the process that went into each aspect. As the audience
clicks through, they will see research and specific references that went into each design.
They will explore dye samples and notes as I experimented, alongside the final samples.
They will also see the steps taken for the Vixen build; from draping, to fitting, to final
fabrics. In this way we can engage our theater audience in a different way than is typical
in a festival, getting a behind the scenes look at the different steps that go can into
making a costume.
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CHAPTER 5
CHALLENGES AND DISCOVERIES

Many aspects of this project were new for me, so challenges came up at each step.
In the design process, I worked through many iterations of what the animal designs
would be. I had never designed animals for the stage before, and had to keep working at
creating characters that were believably animals, not humans in animals costumes. The
feedback I got from my committee, and specifically my chair Yao Chen each week
throughout the design period, was crucial in my understanding of how to accomplish this.
The discovery of “breaking the lines of the human body,” as Yao put it, was an
invaluable lesson for me as a designer.
Within the build process, the tail construction was my biggest mental hurdle. I
didn’t know where to start. I wanted there to be a formula, a go-to for how to create this
tail. I had to let that go, trust the materials I did know and what they could offer. Seeing
the tail actually sit on Calypso securely and float around naturally as I had hoped was still
a surprise to me even after weeks of testing and alterations. It reminded me that playing is
an acceptable route to building.
In the dye process, the natural dyes were the biggest challenge, as I anticipated
they might be. Being that they really only work well for natural fibers, the ability to use
natural dyes became limited when wanting really strong, successful colors on synthetic
fibers. While I was always looking for natural fibers while fabric hunting, sometimes the
best fabric was a polyester. That immediately eliminated natural dyes. I don’t see this as a
large issue in the industry as a whole; polyester fabrics are notoriously difficult for any
dye and require certain dyes, heat temperatures, and time with the dye bath to work. What
12

I do see as more of a challenge with natural dyes in the industry is their time, availability,
color range, and quantity needed. All of that adds up to a lack of ease of use. Natural dyes
work best with a 1:1 ratio of dyestuff to fabric weight. That is a much larger quantity than
other dyes need and can become costly in dye purchase. Natural dyes also seem less
readily available, though Dharma Trading Company is an amazing resource. Time is
another hinderance, as it takes one hour to have the dyestuff simmer, and then one hour
for the fabric to sit in the dye. The dyes that are available at Dharma also have a limited
color range, staying in reds (leaning both towards purple and orange), orange, and sand,
as well as blue from Indigo. To get a green, you would have to overdye a sand/yellow
dyed fabric with the indigo. That creates yet another step in the already long process. The
colors are also, as expected, earth toned, so while they can be very rich they will not get
close to neon, or that vibrancy. While all of these aspects of natural dyes add up to the
unlikeliness that they will gain frequent popular use, I do think there is room for them in
a dye room. A dyer already has choices to make when thinking about how to dye fabric.
The needs of the fabric will always dictate the decision of what to use. Natural dyes can
be an option when they fit as well. Granted, the window for when they might be selected
could be small, they should still be in the lineup. The colors they produce are striking,
rich, and hard to achieve with synthetic dyes.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

This project, for me, was all-encompassing. I felt that it was a culmination of
everything I had learned during my time here, as well as so many new things I wanted to
learn. The design process was challenging with the new task of designing animals, but it
called on my education in dramaturgy-based decision making, color theory, and making
intentional choices. The construction of the Vixen had me using new materials in suede,
nuno felting, and fur, yet my work was still rooted in my education in draping, flat
patterning, and my time in the costume shop. The dye samples were a culmination of
honing in skills I had been learning the last three years, while also reaching into new
territory confidently. Photographing Calypso as the Vixen required me to do the Vixen
make-up, an area I don’t practice much but built a basic foundation throughout my time
here. Even with Xinyuan Li working the lights in the Light Lab as I photographed
Calypso, my ability to understand how the lights were interacting and what was causing
certain effects allowed me to talk with Li about what I’d like to try next. That education
from my lighting class helped me also decide what ideas I was not going to pursue in the
costumes, deciding that lights could achieve the desired effect better, and that costumes
did not have to do it all. And my education in my scenic design class helped me solidify
certain costume design ideas as I could see how they played out in a space with a
theoretical set idea. This project challenged me as an all-around artist, and I am grateful
to have had every person on my committee there with feedback and support to help push
me forward.
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APENDIX A
RESEARCH IMAGERY

Illustration by Stanislav Lolek

Illustration by Jiří Trnka
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Watercolor reference image

Moravian Folk Costume reference image
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APENDIX B
RENDERINGS

VIXEN
17

FORESTER

18

FORESTER’S WIFE

19

SCHOOL MASTER

20

PARSON
21

PASEK
22

MRS. PASEK
23

HARASTA

24

PEPIK
25

FRANTIK

26

YOUNG VIXEN

27

FOX
28

BLUE DRAGONFLY

29

MIDGES

30

MOSQUITO
31

GRASSHOPPER

32

CRICKET

33

FROG
34

BADGER

35

LAPAK
36

COCK
37

CHOCHOLKA
38

OWL
39

JAY
40

WOODPECKER
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APENDIX C
DYE SAMPLES

NATURAL DYES

Indigo

Henna
42

Cutch

Cutch (left) v. Synthetic Dye (right)
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Madder

Madder (left) v. Synthetic Dye (right)
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COLOR MATCHING

45

46

47

FABRIC PAINTING

48

49

AIRBRUSH

50

51

OMBRE

OPTICAL COLOR MIXING

52

SHIBORI

ICE DYEING

53

NUNO FELTING
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APENDIX D
VIXEN BUILD PHOTOS

Vixen: Technical Drawing
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PANTS BUILD
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BLOUSE ALTERATIONS
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BODICE BUILD
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APRON BUILD
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TAIL BUILD
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WIG BUILD
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PRODUCTION PHOTOS
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